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Abstract.

7KLV 6&$5$ URERW EHQFKPDUN VWXG\ GRFX

PHQWVDQ(;&(/LPSOHPHQWDWLRQDQGFRPSDUHVLWZLWKD

The three degrees of freedom are constituted by two
vertical revolute joints (angles q1 , q2 ) and one vertical
prismatic joint (distance q3 ) as shown in Figure 1.
Such a system can be fully described by an implicit
second-order system of differential equations:
Mq¨ = b

(1)

0$7/$% LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RQ EDVLV RI (XOHU DQG +HXQ
2'( VROYHUV ZLWK LQWHJUDWHG HYHQW KDQGOLQJ $LP LV WR
FKHFN ZKHWKHU D VSUHDGVKHHW WRRO OLNH (;&(/ FDQ EH
XVHG DV VLPXODWRU IRU FRQWLQXRXV PRGHOV DV JLYHQ IRU
WKH 6&$5$ URERW 7KH EHQFKPDUN VWXG\ LV RUJDQL]HG LQ

Here q¨ = (q̈1 , q̈2 , q̈3 )T represents the second derivative
of the joint vector, and M is the mass matrix, which
has a block-diagonal form and can be inverted symbolically:

IRXU SDUWV 7KH ILUVW SDUW GHVFULEHV WKH SURSHU WUDQVIRU
PDWLRQ DQG SUHSDUDWLRQ RI WKH LPSOLFLW PRGHO GHVFULS
WLRQ LQWR DQ H[SOLFLW VWDWH VSDFH ZLWK LQWHJUDWHG FRQWURO
DQG VWDWH UHVWULFWLRQV IRU XVH ZLWK H[SOLFLW (XOHU DQG
+HXQVROYHU7KHVHFRQGSDUWGRFXPHQWVWKHPRGHOLP
SOHPHQWDWLRQVLQ(;&(/DQGLQ0$7/$%IRUVLPXODWLRQRI
SRLQWWRSRLQW PRYHPHQW 7KH WKLUG SDUW FRQFHQWUDWHV
RQ PRGHO H[WHQVLRQ IRU REVWDFOH DYRLGDQFH DQG SURSHU
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ LQ (;&(/ DQG LQ 0$7/$% 7KH IRXUWK
SDUW FRPSDUHV WKH VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV RQ D QXPHULFDO
EDVLV DQG GLVFXVVHV DGYDQWDJHV DQG GLVDGYDQWDJHV RI
WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV $Q DSSHQGL[ VKRZV VQDSVKRWV
IURPWKH(;&(/LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV

Introduction
ARGESIM Benchmark C11 ’SCARA Robot’ is based
on a mechanical model for a three-axis SCARA robot
(Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm).

Figure 1: Three-axis SCARA robot, three degrees of freedom
q1 (rotational), q2 (rotational), q3 (translational). [1].
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⎡
ma11
M = ⎣ma21
0

ma12
ma22
0

⎤
0
0 ⎦
ma33

1 Explicit State Space Model
(2)

The components of the mass matrix are given in the
deﬁnition of the benchmark [1], but can also easily be
derived using Lagrangian mechanics (neglecting the rotational kinetic energy of the load m3 L and of the motor
for the vertical axis):
ma11

= Θ1 + 2Θ2 cos(q2 ) + Θ3

ma12

= Θ2 cos(q2 ) + Θ3

ma21

= ma12

ma22

= Θ3

ma33

= m3L + Θ3mot u23

x˙ = f (x)

= T1 + Θ2 (2q˙1 q˙2 + q˙2 2 )sin(q2 )

b2

= T2 − Θ2 q˙1 2 sin(q2 )

b3

= T3 − m3L g

For operation, servo motors for each axis drive the robot
following a speciﬁc control scheme (joint torques and
joint force are proportional to the current of the respective motor). The electrical relationship of the armature
of a robot servo motor is given by a ﬁrst order differential equation for the current Ii of the servo motors,
whereby the current Ii must be limited to Iai :
Uai − kTi ui q̇i − Rai Iai
, i = 1, 2, 3
I˙i = gI,i =
Lai
Iai = [−Iimax ≤ I1 ≤ Iimax ], i = 1, 2, 3

Ui = Pi (q̂1 − qi ) − Di q̇1 ], i = 1, 2, 3
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E
xi+1
H
xi+1

= xi + h · f (xi )
h
= xi + · (f (xi ) + f (xi + h · f (xi )))
2
h
E
= xi + · (f (xi ) + f (xi+1
))
2

(6)

(7)

To formulate the robot with servo motors and control in
explicit state space form (5), ﬁrst the second derivatives
in (1) were replaced by three additional states, and the
currents for the servo motors in (3) were also integrated
in the state space, resulting in a 9 by 9 implicit system:
A(x) ·x˙ = g(x)
⎡
ma11
⎢ma21
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢
A = ⎢
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢
⎣ 0
0

ma12
ma22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
ma33
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

(8)
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

⎤
0
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎦
1

(3)

Here kTi , ui , Rai , and Lai are parameters, the control
voltages Ui and Uai resp. result from PD control for
point-to-point movement with target joint position vector qˆ = (q̂1 , q̂2 , q̂3 )T :

Uai = [−Uimax ≤ U1 ≤ Uimax ], i = 1, 2, 3

(5)

given on a grid t0 ,t1 , ...,tn , xi =x(ti ) with constant stepsize h = ti+1 − ti by

Here Θi are the moments of inertia. These moments are
calculated based on the assumption that the two physical links are two rods of mass m1 and m2 with homogeneous mass distribution along their length L1 and L2 .
The right-hand side b = (b1 , b2 , b3 )T is made up of
the following equations, whereby T1 and T2 are the joint
torques and T3 is the joint force - inputs for the uncontrolled systems:
b1

Challenge of this SCARA robot benchmark report was
a proper implementation in the spreadsheet tool EXCEL and the comparison with a (basic) MATLAB implementation. EXCEL is no simulator, it does not provide ODE solvers or other simulation tools. But simple
ODE solvers can be easily implemented by means of
recursive cell update in columns. Consequently, solver
choice was explicit Euler ODE solver and explicit Heun
ODE solver, for an explicit state space

(4)

x˙ = (q¨1 , q¨2 , q¨3 , q˙1 , q˙2 , q˙3 , I˙1 , I˙2 , I˙3 )T
x = (q˙1 , q˙2 , q˙3 , q1 , q2 , q3 , I1 , I2 , I3 )T
g(x) = (b1 , b2 , b3 , q˙1 , q˙2 , q˙3 , gI,1 , gI,2 , gI,3 )T
As the mass matrix (2) can be inverted symbolically,
also the matrix A(x) in (8) can be inverted symbolically,
so that the so-called semi-linear implicit state space de-
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scription (8) can be made explicit:
x˙ = A(x)−1 ·g(x) = f (x)

()

The explicit state space description (9) can now directly
be inserted in the algorithm for the Euler solver (6) or
Heun solver (7), if the limitations for the servo motor
currents due to (3) are not necessary (otherwise for the
limitations a special implementation must be used). The
simple Euler solver (6) is of approximation order 1 and
has a limited area of stability, so that an appropriate
small step size must be used. The Heun solver (7) –
which starts with an Euler step and improves the result
by the trapezoidal rule – is of approximation order 2 and
has also a limited area of stability, but allowing slightly
bigger step sizes than Euler solver.
As conclusion, Task A – Implicit Model Handling is
performed by transformation into an explicit state space
description for proper use with explicit ODE solvers.

2 Implementation of
Point-to-point Motion
The second task Task b - Point-to-Point Movement requires a proper implementation and simulation in the
time domain for a point-to-point movement of the robot
arm. This benchmark study compares an EXCEL implementation and a MATLAB implementation based on
explicit Euler solver and explicit Heun solver using the
explicit state space description (9), with modiﬁcations
for the limitations of the currents. For better comparison, the algorithmic formulations in EXCEL and in
MATLAB are as ’near’ as possible, and no EXCEL
macro features and no MATLAB modules are used.
2.1 Euler implementation – EXCEL

EXCEL is no simulator, it does not provide ODE
solvers or other simulation tools. But simple ODE
solvers can be easily implemented by means of recursive cell update in columns.
Figure 9 (see last section) shows parts of the
spreadsheet implementation. There, the ﬁrst row denotes time and states t q1dot q2dot q3dot q1
q2 q3 I1 I2 I3 in columns P Q R S T U V
Z AA AB, and the second row contains the initial values – all zero.
The following rows are recursive updates for time
ti+1 = ti + h in column P, and due to (6) Euler integra-

tion xi+1 = xi + h · f (xi ) in columns P Q R S T U V
Z AA AB for the states q˙1 , q˙2 , q˙3 , q1 , q2 , q3 , I1 , I2 , I3 , in
EXCEL notation for instance given
for time t
P3: = P2 + h
P4: = P3 + h
P5: = P4 + h
... ...
for state q˙1
Q3: =Q2+h*f1(Q2 R2 S2 T2 U2...)
Q4: =Q3+h*f1(Q3 R3 S3 T3 U3...)
Q5: =Q4+h*f1(Q4 R4 S4 T4 U4...)
... ...
for state q1
T3: =T2+h*f4(Q2 R2 S2 ...)=T2+h*Q2
T4: =T3+h*f4(Q3 R3 S3 ...)=T3+h*Q3
T5: =T4+h*f4(Q4 R4 S4 ...)=T4+h*Q4
... ...
Here the formula functions f1,f2,...,f9 correspond to the derivative vector ( f1 , f2 , ..., f9 )T .
f1,f2,f3 are relatively complicated, as they result
from symbolic inversion of the mass matrix (2) – they
need auxiliary variables for simpliﬁcation (see Figure
10, last section); f4,f5,f6 are trivial, as they are only
integrating the velocities (see above); and f7,f8,f9
are complicated because of the state limitations due
to (3) and (4) – the classical problem of space variables which must be limited. The following code snippet shows the EXCEL formula for the Euler update of
x1 = q̇1 :
q1dot,i = q1dot,i-1+h*
(-ma22/(ma12,i*ma21,i-ma11,i*ma22)*
(u_1*3^0,5/2*kt_1*Ia1,i-1+Th_2*
(2*q1dot,i-1*q2dot,i-1+q2dot,i-1^2)*
SIN(q2,i-1))+ma12,i/
(ma12,i*ma21,i-ma11,i*ma22)
*(u_2*3^0,5/2*kt_2*Ia2,i-1-Th_2*
q1dot,i-1^2*SIN(q2,i-1)))

The index i hereby implies the time step, the values
for these variables have to be calculated for each time
step in the EXCEL sheet – in the EXCEL formulas all
variables with a time index are replaced with the respective cell name. Variables without an index are constant
and are named cells.
In order to implement the case distinction for the
current of the motors an interim result for the current
is calculated, based on the ODE and the limitations for
current and voltage due to (3) and (4). These interim
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calculationsallowtolimittheintegrationonthederivative, insteadontheoutput: Sincetheseinterimresults
couldresultinvaluesabovethegiventhresholdfor
thesequantitiesanIF-statementisusedtocheckifthey
areabovetheirmaximalorbelowtheirminimalvalues.
Iftheinterimresultsareoutsidetheallowedregionthe
givenboundaryvaluesareusedforthecalculations,and
iftheyarewithintheallowedregiontheinterimvalues
areused–seefollowingcodesnippet:
U1,i = P_1*(q1_t-q1,i)-D_1*q1dot,i
U1a,i = IF(ABS(U1,i)>U_1maxreg;
U_1maxreg*SIGN(U1,i);U1,i)
I1,i = I1,i-1+h*((U1a,i-1-kt_1*
u_1*q1dot,i-1-R_a1*Ia1,i-1)/L_a1)
I1a,i = IF(ABS(I1,i)>I_1max;I_1max*

BE
N

for the MATLAB Euler integration it is needed to make
use of IF-statements with logic queries to implement
the equations of the current and the voltage of the motors in MATLAB. These IF-statements are embedded
within the ode solver’s FOR-loop.
First results for the point-to-point motion of the tool
tip in 3D space using the Euler solver with a step size
of 0.0004 show a reliable behaviour (see Figure 2). The
kinematic restrictions result in a bend of the path toward
the end and the target position for q1 and q2 is reached
before that of q3 .

SIGN(I1,i);I1,i)

2.2EulerImplementation–MATLAB

MATLABisapowerfulnumericalprogrammingenvironmentforanytasks,alsofor’manual’programming of dynamic simulations. SIMULINK is a MATLABextensionforgraphicalmodellingandsimulation
ofdynamicsystemsbasedoninput/outputrelations,
equippedwithapowerfulso-calledODEsuitewith
manydifferentODEsolvers–fromexplicitEulersolver
toimplicitstiffsystemsolverwithstateeventdetection.
InMATLABonlyasubsetofthisODEsuiteisavailable,whichdoesnotincludeEulersolverandHeun
solver–butbothsolvers–namedODE1andODE2–
canbedownloadedfromMathWorksasm-ﬁle[2].As
basicODE1solverandbasicODE2solveronlyterminateontimeconditionsanddonotprovidestateevent
termination,forthetasksofthisbenchmarkbothsolvers
hadtobemodiﬁed–forTaskb-Point-to-PointMovementusingasimpleIF-statementforterminatingthe
integrationloop(stateupdateloop)assoonasacertain
stateisreached.ForTaskc-CollisionAvoidancemore
complexIF-statementsarenecessarytodistinguishand
terminatethedifferentsimulationphases.
Generally,ODEsolverlibrariesrequirepreciseformulation of the derivative function f(x) and perform
theintegrationsteps(thestateupdates)unconditionally
- soalsoMATLAB’sODEsuitedoes. Thatmeansthat
derivativescanbelimitedintheformulationofthefunction,butstatescannotbelimiteddirectly.
IncaseoftheSCARArobot,thestatevariablesforthe
current must be limited in advance, which requires a
modificationoftheintegrationstep.Consequently,also
152 61(   Ȃ 

Figure 2: Point-to-point motion of the tool tip in 3D space
(Eulersolver,MATLAB,stepsize0.0004).

2.3 HeunImplementation–(;&(/

TheHeunsolverrequirestwoevaluationsofthederivative function vector f(x), the ﬁrst f(xi )for the Euler
approximation(6)byxiE+1 = xi + h· f(xi ),andthesecond f(xiE+1 ) fortheHeuncorrectiondueto(7).
Forbothslopevectors,intheEXCELimplementation now auxiliary variables (new columns) are used:
K1_1,...,K1_9 for f(xi ), and K2_1,...,K2_9
for f(xiE+1 )(see Figure 10, last section). Using these
auxiliary variables, which also double the auxiliary
variables for components of the inverted mass matrix,
theHeunstepfortheﬁrststateq1_dot(beingx1 (ti+1 ))
becomes:
K1,1,i = q1ddot,i-1 = -ma22/
(ma12,i-1*ma21,i-1-ma11,i-1*ma22)*
(u_1*3^0,5/2*kt_1*Ia1,i-1+Th_2*
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(2*q1dot,i-1*q2dot,i-1+q2dot,i-1^2)*
SIN(q2,i-1))+ma12,i-1/
(ma12,i-1*ma21,i-1-ma11,i-1*ma22)*
(u_2*3^0,5/2*kt_2*Ia2,i-1-Th_2*
q1dot,i-1^2*SIN(q2,i-1))
K2,1,i = q1ddot,pred,i-1 = -ma22/
(ma12,i-1*ma21,i-1-ma11,i-1*ma22)*
(u_1*3^0,5/2*kt_1*Ia1,pred+Th_2*
(2*(q1dot,i-1+h*K1,1,i-1)*
(q2dot,i-1+h*K1,2,i-1)+
(q2dot,i-1+h*K1,1,i-1)^2)*
SIN(q2,i-1+h*q2dot,i-1))+
ma12,i-1/
(ma12,i-1*ma21,i-1-ma11,i-1*ma22)*
(u_2*3^0,5/2*kt_2*Ia2,pred,i-1-Th_2*
(q1dot,i-1+h*K1,1,i-1)^2*
SIN(q2,i-1+h*q2dot,i-1))
q1dot,i = q1dot,i-1+(h/2)*
(K1,1,i-1+K2,1,i-1)

IntheaboveEXCELformula,thelasttwolinesrepresenttheHeunupdatedueto(7).
Predicted values for limited variables as currents and
voltages are calculated separately within their boundaries,soinaboveformulanoconditionalstatementsare
necessary(butagainthenumberofauxiliaryvariables
representedinnewcolumnsincreaseT):
U1pred,i = P_1*
(q1_t-(q1,i+h*K1,1,i))D_1*(q1dot,i+h*K1,1,i)
U1a,pred,i = IF(ABS(U1,pred,i)>
U_1maxreg;U_1maxreg*
SIGN(U1,pred,i);U1,pred,i)
I1a,pred,i = IF(ABS(I1,i+h*K1,1,i)>
I_1max;I_1max*SIGN(I1a,i+h*K1,1,i);
I1a,i+h*K1,1,i)

Despite the mathematical simplicity of the Heun
method the necessity of many auxiliary variables the
complexity of the calculations in EXCEL increases. A
better, but advanced EXCEL technique would be the
use of EXCEL macros for the derivative functions.
2.4 Heun Implementation – MATLAB

The implementation of the Heun method in MATLAB
directly follows the Euler implementation, but using
two evaluations of the derivative function with following use of trapezoidal rule due to (7) in the state update

loop. Again the provided Heun solver has to be modiﬁed with respect to the state limitations for the currents
– with formula very similar to the above sketched EXCEL formula.

3 Obstacle Avoidance
The third task Task c - Collision Avoidance requires extension of the model description for handling a collision
avoidance manoeuvre. The obstacle, a box, is situated
at a certain x-position xobs , and has a certain height hobs .
If the tool tip of the robot gets too near to the obstacle in
the xy-plane (nearer than a critical distance dcrit ), motion in xy-plane must stop, and the robot can move only
upwards in z-direction (q3 -direction) as fast as possible,
until the height of the obstacle is reached. This collision
avoidance manoeuvre is given by condition formula
(d = xtip − xobs )  dcrit ∧ q3 < hobs

)

3.1 Euler and Heun Implementation – EXCEL

For EXCEL implementation, same the principles as in
Task b - Point-to-Point Movement are used, but with
more complicated control actions depending on conditions. Consequently, several IF-statements as well as
new auxiliary variables are added to implement the collision avoidance manoeuvre, including Cartesian coordinates for the positions.
During each step the distance d in x-direction between the tool tip and the obstacle due to (10) is calculated. As soon as this distance is smaller than the critical distance and the tool tip is not above the obstacle
height target x-position and target y-position are set to
the current x-position and current y-position, as well as
the boundaries for voltages of the motors are changed
to the emergency maximum. This new target position
as well as voltage maxima are kept until the tool tip has
risen above the obstacle height.
To realize the switch of the target position to the current position an auxiliary variable d_mod is calculated
which is equal to the actual distance to the obstacle as
long as it is bigger than the critical distance, but frozen
after the distance falls below the critical value and the
tool tip is below the obstacle height. By referencing
to this d_mod and to the current z-position of the tool
tip, the variable boundaries can be changed comfortably to their emergency maximums after the distance
falls below the critical distance, and all other calcula61(   Ȃ  153
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tions are taken from formulas used in the implementation for Task b - Point-to-Point Movement. The EXCEL
formulas for this controlling d_mod are:
dmod,i = IF(AND(dmod,i-1<
d_crit;q3,i-1-h_obs<0);
d_mod,i-1;d,i)
q1_t,i = IF(AND(q3,i-h_obs<0;
d_mod,i<d_crit);q1,i-1;q1_t,i-1)
U1a,i = IF(AND(q3,i-h_obs<0;
d_mod,i<d_crit);IF(ABS(U1,i)>
U_1max;U_1max*SIGN(U1,i);U1,i);
IF(ABS(U1,i)>U_1maxreg;U_1maxreg*
SIGN(U1,i);U1,i))

The method of freezing d_mod is chosen to avoid
switching back to the original target position before the
tool tip has reached a height above the obstacle and
thereby oscillating around the critical distance.
The Heun implementation in EXCEL follows the
Euler implementation, but using for state update the
Heun solver with additional variables as given in Task b
- Point-to-Point Movement.
3.2 Euler and Heun Implementation –
MATLAB

The MATLAB implementation chooses a separation of
the dynamics in three phases: PD-controlled movement to target position until obstacle detection, obstacle avoidance movement until non-critical heights, and
PD-controlled movement to target position. For the ﬁrst
phase, the ODE1 solver from Task b - Point-to-Point
Movement is used, extended by movement stop at obstacle detection due to (10); the second phase is governed
by an modiﬁed ODE1 solver which uses the (simpler)
collisions avoidance control, until a non-critical height
is reached, and the third phase can make use of the
ODE1 solver from Task b - Point-to-Point Movement.
In MATLAB all results are concatenated:
y1 = ode1_1(@(t,y) reach_target(t,y),
tspan,y0);
y2 = ode1_2(@(t,y) avoid_obs(t,y),
tspan,y1(length(y1),:));
y3 = ode1_3(@(t,y) reach_target(t,y),
tspan,y2(length(y2),:));

In the implemented ODE solvers IF-statements
(given below) stop the integration loop on occurence
of a specific event. The first IF-statements stops the
154 61(   Ȃ 
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integration loop of ODE1_1 if the tool tip drops below the security threshold due to (10). The second IFstatements stops the integration loop of ODE1_2, if the
tool tip has exceeded the obstacle heights, and the integration loop of ODE1_3 stops when the tool tip reaches
the target position:
if

1 - (abs(L1*cos(Y(4,i+1)) +
L2*cos(Y(4,i+1)+Y(5,i+1)) - xobs)
<=dcrit && (Y(6,i+1)<hobs)) == 0
if (1 - ((Y(6,i+1) - hobs)>hsafe)) == 0
if (abs(Y(4,i+1) - 2) < 0.001
& abs(Y(5,i+1) - 2) < 0.001
& abs(Y(6,i+1) - 0.3) < 0.001) - 1 == 0

To detect the obstacle, the tool tip position is calculated and an IF-statement checks whether the position exceeds any restriction. Afterwards when the event
is detected the position of the tool tip is locked in xdirection and y-direction, and the second ode solver
started.
To detect the end of the obstacle, another IF-statement
compares the current tool tip height with the obstacle height and stops the solver as soon as the tool tip
exceeds the obstacle height. Thereafter the last ODE
solver takes over and lets the robot move freely until
the tool tip arrives at the designated position.
The Heun implementation simply replaces the modiﬁed Euler ODE1 solver by the modiﬁed Heun ODE2
solver for construction the three different Heun solvers
ODE2_1, ODE2_2, and ODE2_3 for the three phases.

4 Results – Comparison –
Discussion
In order to compare the different solutions between
MATLAB and EXCEL on the one side, and between
Euler solver and Heun solver, all simulations are performed with the same step size h. Results from EXCEL simulations are imported into MATLAB and plotted with MATLAB plot features.
The choice of a proper step size is a critical task. Euler solver and Heun solver are explicit solvers, so they
have limited stability regions, and so the step size is
also limited – on the other hand side small step sizes
result in a very big number of rows in the EXCEL implementations - a minimum of 3000 in the calculated
simulations.
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4.1 Results point-to-point motion

The reliable results in Figure 2 for the point-to-point
motion of the tool tip in 3D are calculated with a step
size of h = 0.0004. This step size requires about 7000
rows in EXCEL.
Task B: Euler 0.001

2.5
q1 (Matlab)
q2 (Matlab)
q3 (Matlab)
q1 (Excel)
q2 (Excel)
q3 (Excel)

2

Joint Position

1.5

1

0.5

0

-0.5
0

0.5

1

1.5

Time [s]

Figure 3: States q1 , q2 and q3 over time for Task b Point-to-Point Movement, Euler solver with step size
0.001. EXCEL solutions (dotted lines) and MATLAB
solutions (solid lines) show negligible diﬀerences.

Task B: Euler 0.002

2.5
q1 (Matlab)
q2 (Matlab)
q3 (Matlab)
q1 (Excel)
q2 (Excel)
q3 (Excel)

2

Joint Position

1.5

1

0.5

0

Time domain results for the joint coordinates with
same step size h = 0.0004 and step size up to to step size
of h = 0.001 (only 3000 rows necessary) coincide for
EXCEL and for MATLAB implementation – ’classical’
correct results for this benchmark, as given in Figure 3.
Experiments with the step size in Task b - Point-toPoint Movement indicate, that the step size h = 0.001 is
a ’critical’ maximal allowable step size. Figure 3 compares the MATLAB results and the EXCEL results for
this step size h = 0.001 and shows graphically a good
coincidence; also a numerical comparison results in a
minor expected deviation.
But for a step size of h = 0.002 and bigger the solutions differ more signiﬁcantly, as documented in Figure 4 graphically, and as checks of the numerical differences proof. Interestingly, the differences of the
EXCEL solutions with h = 0.001 and h = 0.002 are
bigger than the differences of the MATLAB solutions
with h = 0.001 and h = 0.002. A possible reason is a
more sensitive behaviour of EXCEL due to accumulating round-off errors – a topic for further investigation
and better error parameter tuning in EXCEL.
Usually the use of a higher order ODE solver lets
expect more accurate results with the same step size, or
results with same accuracy using a bigger step size. Unfortunately this expectation does not hold for the Heun
solver in case of the investigates model, although he has
order 2. The stability region of the Heun solver extends
only in the imaginary direction for the eigenvalues. This
would allow bigger step sizes for oscillating behaviour,
being not the case in the investigated model. Consequently also for the Heun solver the step size h = 0.001
is the critical maximal possible step size. A bigger step
h = 0.002 results in differences similar to that of the Euler solver with step size h = 0.002, and additionally the
EXCEL solutions are more stronger affected by roundoff errors, so that EXCEL results with Heun and step
size h = 0.002 are worse than EXCEL results with Euler and step size h = 0.002, especially EXCEL results
for state q2 seem to be deﬁnitely wrong.
4.2 Results collision avoidance

-0.5
0

0.5

1

1.5

Time [s]

Figure 4: States q1 , q2 and q3 over time for Task b Point-to-Point Movement, Euler solver with step size
0.002. EXCEL solutions (dotted lines) and MATLAB
solutions (solid lines) diﬀer signiﬁcantly.

Generally, the results for Task c - Collision Avoidance
are reliable for the MATLAB implementation and for
the EXCEL implementation, if the step size is chosen
properly.
Figure 5 displays the results for the tool tip position xtip and for q3 − hobs , the distance to the obstacle in z-direction over time for Euler solver with step
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(q3-hobs) (Matlab)
xtip (Matlab)
(q3-hobs) (Excel)
xtip (Excel)
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Figure 6: Tool tip position in x-direction xtip and distance to
the obstacle in z-direction q3 − hobs for Task c Collision Avoidance, calculated with Euler solver
and step size h = 0.002. MATLAB solutions and
EXCEL solutions diﬀer, the EXCEL solution shows a
slight overshoot.

Task C: Euler 0.001
Matlab
Excel

Task C: Euler 0.001

0.8

(q3-hobs) (Matlab)
xtip (Matlab)
(q3-hobs) (Excel)
xtip (Excel)
xobs

0.6

0.25

0.2

Z-Axis [m]

0.4

[m]

Task C: Euler 0.002

0.8

[m]

size h = 0.001: the tool tip is approaching the obstacle, after detection stopping movement in x-direction
(also moving ’back’ a little), and continuing x-direction
movement after reaching the security height. The solid
lines for the MATLAB solutions overlap the dotted
lines for the EXCEL solutions, as the results are almost
the same. These results are similar to other benchmark
solutions already published, with slight differences at
begin of the collision avoidance manoeuvre because of
differences in implementing the manoeuvre.
Again the step size h = 0.001 turns out to be the
maximal allowable one. Euler solver with step size
h = 0.002 results in differences between MATLAB implementation and EXCEL implementation for the tool
tip position xtip already in the ﬁrst phase (approaching the obstacle), increasing in the phase of collision
avoidance manoeuvre, and couriously overshooting in
the third phase (Figure 6). The use of the Heun solver
does not improve the accuracy, in contrary: the deviations between MATLAB implementation and EXCEL
implementation for step size h = 0.002 are worsening.
For completeness, Figure 7 shows the motion of the
tool tip in 3D space. There, due to the momentum of
the system the tool tip overshoots the critical distance
at ﬁrst and then returns to the newly set target position
in the xy-plane resulting in a slight bend of the motion
next to the obstacle,
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Figure 7: Motion of the tool tip in 3D space for Task c Collision Avoidance using Euler solver with a step
Figure 5: Tool tip position in x-direction xtip and distance to

size h = 0.001. Due to the momentum of the

the obstacle in z-direction q3 − hobs for Task c -

system the tool tip overshoots the critical distance

Collision Avoidance, calculated with Euler solver

at ﬁrst and then returns to the newly set target

and step size h = 0.001.MATLAB and EXCEL

position in the xy-plane resulting in a slight bend of

solutions are almost congruent.

the motion next to the obstacle.
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4.3 ComparisonMATLAB-EXCEL

MATLAB is a powerful numerical programming environment for any tasks, also for ’manual’ programming of dynamic simulations. SIMULINK is a MATLABextensionforgraphicalmodellingandsimulation
of dynamic systems based on input/output relations,
equipped with a powerful so-called ODE suite with
manydifferentODEsolvers–fromexplicitEulersolver
toimplicitstiffsystemsolverwithstateeventdetection.
InMATLABonlyasubsetofthisODEsuiteisavailable, not including Euler solver and Heun solver, and
notofferingfeaturesforeventdetectionandlimitedintegration. So in any case the limitations, event detection,andeventactionsmustbeprogrammed’manually’
-withIF-THEN-ELSE-constructs–similartotheimplementationinEXCEL.SobasicMATLABisnotthe
best tool for the tasks of ARGESIM Benchmark C11
’SCARARobot’.
A spreadsheet tool as EXCEL is deﬁnitely not a
simulator – modelling features for ODEs, processes,
events, etc. are missing. But spreadsheet programs
areanexcellentexperimentenvironmentwithstatistical
analysis, optimisation, what-if analysis, datB handling,
etc.Ofcourse,macrosandexternalprogrammingcould
beused,buttosomeextentthestandardfeaturesallow
toimplementexplicitODEsolversasrecursiveformulas.
Basic implementations are faced with the problem
ofequidistantsmallstepsizes, whicharenecessaryin
caseoftechnicaldynamicsystems; heretheround-off
errors cause problems, and the number of rows in the
spreadsheetmayincreasedrastically.
Itistobenoted,thatalsovariablestepsizecontrol
could be implemented: in case of using solvers with
differentorder(asherewithEulerandHeun)thedifferenceofthesolversintheintegrationstepestimatesthe
error,sothatincaseofatoobigerrorthestepsizecan
bedecreased–andincreasedincaseofverysmallerror.
Especiallythesecondcase-stepsizeincrease-could
preventfromtheEXCEL-genuineround-offerror.
But a general disadvantage is the lack of accuracy
in the EXCEL standard conﬁguration – possible but
laborious to improve. On the other hand, a spreadsheettoolisaverysuitabletoolforeducation, sothat
this C11 benchmark study is mainly intended for educational use. On the other side, the use of advanced
EXCELfeaturesasmacros,programmedmodules,and
EXCELadd-onswouldallowmuchmorecomfortable
implementationandalsomoreaccuracy.
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5 Appendix
EXCEL is no simulator, it does not provide ODE
solvers or other simulation tools, and it does not have
astructureforimplementingdynamicmodels. Onthe
other hand, EXCEL allows calculation and documentation of any kind and in any structure. So also ODE
solvers - being state updates - can beimplemented by
recursiveformulainconsecutiverows(andcells).
The implementation developed in this benchmark
studyprovidesdifferentworksheetsfortasksandODE
solvers,butwithsamestructure,seeFigure8. Theupper left region of all worksheets (columns A,B,..M)
isreservedfordeﬁnitionanddocumentationofthesystem:modelsketch,summaryofequations,deﬁnitionof
parameters(namedcells),etc.Furthermore,rightabove
the simulation parameters can be put in and changed:
initial and target position, and step size for the ODE
solver.Atbottom,timediagramsareprovided.
    The calculation area starUs with column P. Figure 9
sketches the ﬁrst ﬁve rows of the recursive implementation of the Euler solver in columns P, Q, ..,AB.
There,theﬁrstrowdenotestimeandstates,thesec-ond
setstheinitialvalues,andthefollowingrowscalcu-late
recursivelyupdatesfortimeti+1 = ti + handstatesxi+1
= xi+ h·f(xi) dueto(6)Eulerintegration-detailssee
Section2.1.Dependingonstepsizeandondistanceto
target,ausuallybignumberofrowshavetobeusedfor
thefulltimecourse.
Forcalculatingthederivativefunctions,thefollowing columns AC,...,AN provide auxiliary and control variables. The Heun solver must calculate a second evaluation of the derivative functions, so further
columns from column AR on are foreseen (details in
Section2.3,sketchinFigure10).Thecellcontentwindow in Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the formula for
calculationthecontrolvoltage:fromarelativelysimple
formula in Figure 9 for Task b - Point-to-Point Movement to a more complex one for Task c - Collision
AvoidanceinFigure10.
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Figure 8: EXCEL implementation – deﬁnition and documentation area.

Figure 9: EXCEL implementation – calculations for Task b - Point-to-Point Movement.

Figure 10: EXCEL implementation – calculations for Task c - Collision Avoidance.
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